
Riverside High School 

T-STEM Academy 

August 20, 2018 

12:30 PM 

Type of Meeting: T-STEM 

Facilitator: Pedro Martinez and Lydia Marquez 

1) Welcome and Introductions 

a) Please help our new teachers in or teachers new to their assignment.  There are 2 budgets.  

We have the CTE budget and the STEM budget.  Biomed, Sports Med, Mechanical can 

use STEM Budget.  Civil can use STEM and T&I.  Computer Information Technology 

can order from CTE, STEM, and T&I. 

b) Welcome and Introduce Mr. P. Martinez coming from Clint ISD 

2) Construction Updates 

a) If they come through with the construction we will need to meet on a Saturday to make 

sure we send to Salvage everything that needs to be salvaged and we start consolidating 

closets.  Packing of computers will be discussed at a later date. 

b) We hope to start ground breaking by October but please do not discuss until it has been 

complete approved. 

3) Training and Pathway alignment 

a) Make sure you have your GT hours or speak with Xena Quintana our new GT 

Coordinator to check your hours and dates and times for training 

b) Practicum training (work-based programs) still need to find placement for students.  

Biomed will be starting internships at Texas Tech and we are working on going to a 

pediatrician’s office. 

c) Job-a-like Thursday.  Please make sure and register. 

d) Pathways will be revised and updated based on the need of the students and 

recommendations from the advisory board. 

4) General Supplies 

a) We have lots of office supplies.  If you need anything else, please start working on those 

orders ASAP. Due to the growth of some programs, money will go quick. 

b) Mr. Martinez will be working on a STEM Closet that will include things like box cutters, 

glue sticks, glue gun glue sticks, glue guns, straws, clips, etc. 

c) Make sure that any lists that are turned in are labeled correctly with the numbers on them. 



5) Inventory 

a) Please start checking what needs to be salvaged and start working on those forms.  Do 

not wait until the end of the year.  They get busy and things will not be picked up. 

b) Make sure you use the proper forms for the salvage.  Please see Ms. Marquez if you need 

any of these forms. 

6) Printers 

a) They are still considering getting rid of all printers and only using the copy machines.  

Items in question are: TSI reports when finished testing, student printing, FERPA, etc.  

Final decisions have not been made with regards to CTE and STEM printers. 


